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The Midwest ISO is submitting the following comments on the recommendation “WEQ Annual Plan item 2(ii) – Group 1: Conditional Firm, Annotations for ATC; Load Forecast and Actual Load; Re-Bid of Partial Service; and Preconfirmation Priority,” which are due by November 2, 2007.

General Comments

- Consistent with the informal comments Midwest ISO provided to the ESS/ITS subcommittee prior to approval of the recommendation, the changes in this recommendation should be applied to the approved minor corrections version of WEQ002, WEQ 003, and WEQ 013 prior to submitting the document for membership ratification.

WEQ 013 OASIS Implementation Guide:

- Section 2.6.8 Transfer Requests
  In this section the references to Resale on OASIS and Resale Off OASIS do not point to the appropriate sections Resale on OASIS should be change from (WEQ 013-2.6.6.1) to (WEQ 013-2.6.7.1) and Resale off OASIS should be changed from (WEQ 013-2.6.6.2) to (WEQ 013-2.6.7.2).

- Section 3.3.2 System Load Related Query/Response Requirements
  The definition of NATIVE_LOAD_FORECAST is confusing. The following definition may be less confusing:
  
  NATIVE_LOAD_FORECAST – Forecast of the portion of total system native load within a Balancing Area.